
PLAY THE GAME



Winner of the Global Education 
Innovation Award 2017!

Go Deep is an award winning 
approach to community building 
that is played like a game. It brings 
together community members to 
learn, skills, dream, develop talents, 
discover their leadership, network 
and make concrete changes.

It can be played by any group that 
is interested in the future of a 
community. It is  like a journey, 
where groups of people travel 
through the cards along imaginary 
seven metro lines to deepen their 
leadership and facilitation skills 
and create actions and community 
transformations for everyone. 

This dossier has been edited with the support 
of the European Programme for Integration 
and Migration (EPIM9, a collaborative initiative 
of the Network of European Foundations. 
The sole responsibility for the content of 
this publication lies with the author and the 
content may necessarily reflect the positions 
of NEF, EPIM, or the Partner Foundations.
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How can we create spaces of radical inclusion?
How can we embrace diversity without 
creating more polarisation?

Is there a possibility to Go Deep in our 
interactions, embrace all perspectives 
and Go Beyond together?



Which line will you play?

• Brings awareness about the diversity inside the participant and in the 
community, welcoming different ways to meet all the different parts inside 
the person and others.

• Leads to new ways of thinking, doing, behaving, expressing feelings and 
offers new patterns of relationship.

• Raises awareness of what is needed to transform individuals, groups and 
communities and how to help that to happen and sustain the change.

• Brings fresh ways to work with deep community issues through the game.
• Supports the community to enjoy and promote its own growth and 

empowerment.
• Promotes the agency of the individuals and community to achieve their 

own needs through healthy relationships.

“The ticket is for free, 
everyone is welcome on this 

train, this journey will be a 
challenge for you but will 
show you the beauty and 
potential inside you, your 

group and your community.”

TOGETHERNESSCREATIVITY POWER VISION FEELINGS DIVERSITY RESILIENCE

What are the outcomes of the game?
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Is a game that 
welcomes and 

celebrates 
diversity

Creates 
solutions 
to societal 
challenges

Promotes 
exchange 
between 
different 
cultures

Is a game that 
can be played 
by any person

Breaks 
barriers of 

understanding

Empowers 
communication 

with 
authenticity

Transforms 
communities 
according to 

their collective 
dreams

Is an 
experimental 

game that helps 
us learn about 

ourselves and our 
communities

Strengthens 
community 

relationships

Creates 
synergies for 
collaborative 

action

10 highlights of 

GO DEEP
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Meet the lines

TOGETHERNESS

CREATIVITY

POWER RESILIENCE

VISION

FEELINGS

DIVERSITY

Power and Rank: Most of us are not good at 
recognising our own power or estimating correctly  
the power of other people. Many things affect how 
we think of ourselves and other people and so this 

line explores how our perceptions can be brought up 
to date and how we can clearly identify our personal 

and collective power so we can all make a difference.

The vision line explores, hopes, dreams and desires 
for the future. What different ideas exist inside you, 

in your team and out there in the individuals and 
groups that make up your community. When dreams 

are shared and developed together they give hope 
and direction. With this direction plans can be made. 

Without a vision communities are often lost.

The feelings-line focusses on finding out feelings can really help everyone. Many 
people have emotions and feelings about life, their neighbourhood and community 
but never get a chance to explore or to express these emotions. This can be a crucial 
first step to building community and a sense of solidarity amongst people who have 
not yet connected with each other.

The diversity line helps you and your team explore the 
diversity in the neighbourhood and community. When 

people understand differences then this can have a big 
impact on relationships and also on what communities 

can practically do. Sometimes people are scared 
by differences but meeting new people and getting 
to know the difference can often surprise us and it 

provides a lot the raw material for human creativity.

In a volatile, uncertain, complex and ambiguous context 
we are facing, increased resilience can allow us, at 
a personal and/or community levels, not to collapse, 
or if we do, to have the capacity to recover and face 
the challenges that arise or to stop and do something 
different. It is a capacity that we need in order to 
manage contexts of uncertainty and go forward.

This line explore how we are all connected. We all 
make an impact on other people and others affect 
how we are. We often don’t realise how a wall 
change that we make can make a huge difference to 
others. This line explores the idea …“I am because 
you are and because we are therefore I am.”

To awaken creativity, is to awaken the resources 
you have available in yourself, in a group and in 
the community. Creativity builds on itself, so that 
the more a community knows about the creative 
resources and talents it has the more willing others 
are to show theirs. Expressing creativity resources 
faith in what people can do and excites other people 
to develop their own creativity too.
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Who can play?
Anyone and everyone can take part. Mainly, it is more successfully 
the more diversity there is. Refugees, migrants and their host 
communities, policy makers, activist, children and elder people… 
A entire neighbour or even employees of a company…  
All of them are invited to use their potential for a deeper 
understanding of the challenges they face in transforming their 
communities according to their collective dream. 
Guided by an award-winning game format, diverse people go 
through a program together to create collective, jointly decided, 
designed and executed projects and possible solutions to 
problems.

Facilitation role in the game 
The Go Deep game must have facilitation; a Go Deep Facilitator 

is an experienced and trained facilitator that you can invite to 
join your team to support the group to achieve their goals, to 

keep the flow of the game and to help people appreciate what 
happens in the different stages or moments.
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How does it work?

VISION
DIVERSITY
FEELINGS
CREATIVITY
TOGETHERNESS
POWER
RESILIENCE

There are three phases that help us identify our resources 
and the strengths of our community and work out what we 
want to transform. Communities are richer and have more 
assets and potential than most of us realise.

GETTING READY

AN ESSENTIAL 
LINE, EVERYONE 
PLAYS THIS BEFORE 
CHOOSING A LINE

CHOOSE A LINE

CHOOSE ONE OF 
THE 7 LINES AFTER 
GOING THROUGH 
“DECISION MAKING 
AT THE GATEWAYS 
TO THE LINES”

ARRIVING

AN IMPORTANT 
STEP WHERE 
PARTICIPANTS 
CLOSE THE GAME, 
ANCHOR WHAT 
THEY LEARNED 
AND SHARE TO 
INSPIRE OTHER 
GROUPS.

WHEN THE 
GROUP 
FINISHES A 
LINE, THERE 
ARE TWO 
OPTIONS

CHOOSE ANOTHER LINE

A B DC 1

2

During the A - B - C - D path you can 
use the emergency cards, these cards 
are super short actions to support the 
movement of the group. Movement is 
essential to achieve your goals!
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Go Deep in numbers

28 games played in 
8 countries,

7 games focused 
on diversity and 

inclusion

660 players from 
many different 

nationalities

More than 2.500 
members of 
communities 

involved

Around 70.000 
people reached 

with social 
networks

160 Go Deep 
facilitators 

trained
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Personal stories from 
Go Deep players

It’s a breaking down the walls 
and having a place to connect

“A lot has changed actually. It’s kind of a journey which I’ve 
been under. It’s changed my thinking, my mentality, it’s 
actually change my mind so much.”

“It’s really exciting to forge those new relationships 
and through the game trying to  explore possibilities of 
change and connection within the community.”

“The game transformed the 
vision I had of the others in my 
group and that others had of 
me, thanks to the sharing of the 
emotions experienced. Through 
the others, I also saw behaviors 
in myself, then trying to change 
my way of relating to the people 
of the neighborhood.”

“Most of the answers we need to solve 
outside we also need to solve inside first”

“For the first time in my life i did something I thought I could 
never do - sat down and talked in the rain with a person living 
on the street.”

“I was able to revisit and deepen my perceptions. 
When you think you have a stereotype of a person and 
you see that someone is able to dismantle it, it helps 
you to change more, bit by bit, it is the strengthening 
of this thought that you already had a little.” 

“This meeting has been special, of bringing things from 
the inside out. And also to work on methodologies and 
integrating them to understand the complexities that we 
human beings have.”

“It’s deeply moving, deeply moving.”

“The emotional depth that you commit to when 
you`re playing the game, it’s challenging”

“We create something together. It’s very 
empowering as well to be able to find a voice in 
that way and share things and disagree.”
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Narrative of Change
Go Deep’s Narrative of Change defines the transformational 
framework that drives the game. Through the personal stories 
of people who experienced Go Deep, we have synthesized the 
main qualities or aspects in which transformation has been 
generated. This transformation is generated mainly by making 
visible and exploring processes and dynamics that exist in our 
relationships and that we do not pay much attention to in our 
daily lives. By bringing them to light and reflecting on them, 
reactions, learnings and discoveries emerge about processes 
that are generated both on a personal level, in social relations 
with our communities and in society.

We believe that the transformation generated by Go Deep takes 
place on three levels: personal, community and social / cultural. 
The personal level refers to our perception of reality, to our 
system of values and beliefs from which we have a certain social 
behavior. The community level integrates the relationships 
between the people who form different communities, how these 
relationships are exercised, and what implications they have 
for the lives of the different people in the communities. At the 
social level, we discover general patterns that are repeated in 
different places, which helps us understand aspects such as 
racism, exclusion, gender inequality, neocolonialism or cultural 
appropriation.
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Where does it 
come from?

In 2016 six organisations interested in community transformation and facilitation from 
Brazil, Scotland, The Netherlands, Italy and Spain, imagined and designed the game, 
inspired by  Elos Philosophy,  Processwork and Non Formal Education. Later on, in 2017 
two organizations from Greece and Portugal joined the network.

Biovilla is a portugese sustainability co-operative 
that aims to promote social, economic and 
environmental regeneration in an integrated 
and balanced manner through practical 
and innovative business models that place 
sustainability at the center of its action. 

The cultural association ComuniTazione was 
founded in Ceglie Messapica, in the province of 
Brindisi, south of Italy in 2013. ComuniTazione  
encourages and promotes the bottom up 
participation, the co-design at  various levels, 
institutional and not, innovation in social 
dynamics  through active citizenship activation.

Elos in Portuguese means ‘links’ and stands for the 
power of transformative relationships constructed 
in the work we do locally and internationally. Guided 
by the Elos philosophy, Elos Foundation is direct 
partner of Instituto Elos Brazil in the realization of our 
common mission of creating a movement to make the 
world we dream of a reality now.

The Processwork Hub is a network of professionals 
using Processwork and its applications in individual, 
relationship, group and community work.

XENA is a non-profit, cultural association for social 
promotion which was set up in the autumn of 1994. Its 
name derives from ancient Greek meaning “foreign 
things”. Its main objective is to increase and improve 
the level of contact and interaction amongst different 
cultures.

Altekio is a non-lucrative workers cooperative 
created in 2008 with the idea of offering 
solutions from an integral perspective to the 
social, ecological and economic problems of the 
communities and territories. We generate ideas 
and develop projects in the areas of environment, 
community development and social economy.

Diversity Matters was formed in 2001 in Scotland by 
Pat Black and Andy Smith, motivated by their shared 
passion for a more inclusive world. Over the years we 
have helped developed alternative community based 
and locally rooted organisations.
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Do you want to play the 
game with your group 

or community? 

Get in touch with us and we will help:
info@godeepproject.com


